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ABSTRACT
Mergers are a common phenomenon in hierarchical structure formation, especially for massive galaxies
and clusters, but their importance for dwarf galaxies in the Local Group remains poorly understood.
We investigate the frequency of major mergers between dwarf galaxies in the Local Group using the
ELVIS suite of cosmological zoom-in dissipationless simulations of Milky Way- and M31-like host
halos. We find that ∼ 10% of satellite dwarf galaxies with Mstar > 106M⊙ that are within the host
virial radius experienced a major merger of stellar mass ratio closer than 0.1 since z = 1, with a
lower fraction for lower mass dwarf galaxies. Recent merger remnants are biased towards larger radial
distance and more recent virial infall times, because most recent mergers occurred shortly before
crossing within the virial radius of the host halo. Satellite-satellite mergers also occur within the host
halo after virial infall, catalyzed by the large fraction of dwarf galaxies that fell in as part of a group.
The merger fraction doubles for dwarf galaxies outside of the host virial radius, so the most distant
dwarf galaxies in the Local Group are the most likely to have experienced a recent major merger. We
discuss the implications of these results on observable dwarf merger remnants, their star formation
histories, the gas content of mergers, and massive black holes in dwarf galaxies.
Keywords: galaxies: dwarf — galaxies: interactions — Local Group
1. INTRODUCTION
Mergers are instrumental in the hierarchical formation
of cosmological structure. Galaxy mergers play a cru-
cial role in galaxy evolution, shaping many important
properties of galaxies, such as morphological transforma-
tion, star formation rates, and quasar activity (for exam-
ple, Toomre & Toomre 1972; Barnes & Hernquist 1991;
Carlberg 1990). Moreover, the majority of dark matter
accretion into massive halos is in the form of major and
minor mergers (e.g., Fakhouri & Ma 2010).
Less massive halos tend to have accumulated more
of their mass at early times, while more massive
halos typically had more recent mass growth (e.g.,
Navarro et al. 1997; Bullock et al. 2001; Wechsler et al.
2002; Cohn & White 2005). Thus, while merger ac-
tivity continues down to the lower mass scales of
dwarf galaxies (Mstar . 10
9M⊙), the incidence of re-
cent mergers is lower than for higher mass systems
(e.g., Wetzel et al. 2009b; Fakhouri & Ma 2010). How-
ever, there are few theoretical investigations into dwarf-
dwarf galaxy mergers, and observational evidence, in
either direction, is scarce. In particular, the ex-
pected merger rates for dwarf galaxies in Local Group-
like environments remains poorly known. Further-
more, while merger rates of halos and subhalos have
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been studied extensively (e.g, Gottlo¨ber et al. 2001;
Guo & White 2008; Wetzel et al. 2008; Angulo et al.
2009; Genel et al. 2009; Stewart et al. 2009; Wetzel et al.
2009a,b; Fakhouri et al. 2010), it is not trivial to re-
late these to galaxy major merger rates because of
the non-linear relation between galaxy stellar mass and
halo mass (e.g., Behroozi et al. 2010; Moster et al. 2010;
Hopkins et al. 2010).
Our current view of galaxy formation at the small-
est scales is limited to observations of satellites orbiting
the host halo of the Milky Way (MW) or M31. Despite
the many successes of the Cold Dark Matter (CDM)
paradigm on large scales, several discrepancies are un-
comfortably apparent on the smallest scales. Perhaps
most striking is the dearth of low-mass dwarf galaxies
in the Local Group, often termed the “missing satel-
lites problem”. Simulations predict a wealth of substruc-
ture aroundMW/M31-mass galaxies, although only∼ 10
bright (L > 105L⊙) satellites orbit the MW. Recent dis-
coveries have boosted the numbers at the faint end (e.g.,
Willman et al. 2005; Belokurov et al. 2006, 2007), but
even now the discrepancy can only be alleviated by as-
suming that the majority of satellites are fainter than
the detection limits of current surveys (Tollerud et al.
2008). Further tension with the CDM model becomes
apparent in the internal structure of dwarf galaxies. Ob-
served dwarfs have shallower inner dark matter den-
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sity profiles than predicted, called the “core-cusp prob-
lem” (Flores & Primack 1994; Moore 1994; Gentile et al.
2004), and N -body simulations predict more dense dark
matter subhalos than observed, called the “too big to fail
problem” (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011, 2012).
The proximity of the dwarf galaxies in the Local
Group allows for detailed scrutiny, but it also means
that they can be influenced by the environment of
the host galaxies/halos. Various properties of dwarf
galaxies, such as gas content (e.g., Grcevich & Putman
2009), star formation history (e.g., Grebel et al. 2003;
Weisz et al. 2011), and morphology (e.g., Lisker et al.
2007) are strongly correlated with the proximity to a
large galaxy. Furthermore, satellites can be deformed,
disturbed, or tidally stripped via interactions with a large
host galaxy (e.g., Mayer et al. 2001; Pen˜arrubia et al.
2008b). Indeed, environmental effects such as tidal and
ram-pressure stripping are important for baryonic solu-
tions to the “too big to fail problem” (e.g., Arraki et al.
2014; Brooks & Zolotov 2014). One possible way to dis-
entangle these environmental effects is to study “iso-
lated” (beyond the virial radius of the MW or M31)
dwarf galaxies in the Local Group (e.g., Kirby et al.
2014; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014b). However, a large
host halo still can have influenced dwarf galaxies at
several virial radii, especially for satellites on high-
energy orbits that extend beyond the host virial radius
(e.g., Sales et al. 2007; Teyssier et al. 2012; Wetzel et al.
2014). Seemingly isolated dwarf galaxies could be af-
fected by an encounter with another (dwarf) galaxy, but
the importance of this is poorly known at these low
masses.
Dwarf galaxies in the Local Group also are excel-
lent laboratories to study star formation history and
chemical evolution on the smallest scales. The chemi-
cal evolution models used to analyze both spectroscopic
and photometric data span a wide range in sophistica-
tion and detail (e.g., Marcolini et al. 2008; Revaz et al.
2009; Sawala et al. 2010; Kirby et al. 2011a,b). How-
ever, it is generically assumed in these models that the
dwarf galaxies are isolated. This may be a valid as-
sumption for many of the dwarf galaxies of the Local
Group, though observations of kinematic and chemi-
cal peculiarities in, for example, Fornax (Battaglia et al.
2006; de Boer et al. 2012; Hendricks et al. 2014), Sculp-
tor (e.g., Tolstoy et al. 2004), Carina (e.g., Venn et al.
2012) and And II (Ho et al. 2012) have led to the sug-
gestion that external factors, such as dwarf-dwarf en-
counters, should be considered more seriously.
At present, it remains unclear both how frequent such
dwarf-dwarf interactions are in the Local Group, and how
important these events are in the evolutionary history of
low-mass galaxies. The possibility of dwarf-dwarf major
mergers generally is ignored, but in this work we aim to
address the validity of this assumption, using a suite of
cosmological zoom-in dissipationless simulations to char-
acterize the incidence of dwarf-dwarf galaxy mergers in
the Local Group.
The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 briefly de-
scribes the ELVIS suite of simulations and defines major
mergers in the context of this work. Section 3 outlines
our results, and in Section 4 we discuss the implications
for dwarf galaxies in the Local Group. Finally, Section 5
summarizes our main results.
2. NUMERICAL METHODS
2.1. ELVIS Simulations
To study galaxy-galaxy mergers, we use ELVIS (Ex-
ploring the Local Volume in Simulations), a suite of
zoom-inN -body simulations that model the Local Group
in a fully cosmological context (Garrison-Kimmel et al.
2014). ELVIS simulates 48 dark matter halos of mass
similar to the MW or M31 (Mvir = 1 − 3 × 1012M⊙)
within a zoom-in volume of radius > 4Rvir of each halo
(corresponding to r > 1.4 Mpc) at z = 0. Half of
these zoom-in regions contain a pair of halos that re-
semble the masses, distance, and relative velocity of the
MW-M31 pair, while the other half are single isolated
mass-matched halos. In this work, we use both cata-
logs together and do not distinguish between isolated and
paired halos (see $3.1).
ELVIS was run using GADGET-3 and GADGET-
2 Springel (2005) with initial conditions generated us-
ing MUSIC (Hahn & Abel 2011), with ΛCDM cosmol-
ogy with parameters based on Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe WMAP7 (Larson et al. 2011): σ8 =
0.801, ΩM = 0.266, ΩΛ = 0.734, ns = 0.963 and
h = 0.71. The zoom-in regions were chosen from a
suite of larger simulations each with cubic volume of side
length 70.4 Mpc. Within the zoom-in regions, the par-
ticle mass is 1.9 × 105M⊙ and the Plummer-equivalent
force softening is 140 pc (comoving at z > 9, physical at
z < 9). Three of the isolated halos were run at higher
resolution with particle mass 2.4×104M⊙ and force soft-
ening of 70 pc, and we use these simulations to check that
resolution effects do not significantly affect our results.
See Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2014) for more details on
ELVIS.
2.2. Finding and tracking (sub)halos
ELVIS identifies dark matter (sub)halos with the six-
dimensional halo finder rockstar (Behroozi et al.
2013a) and constructs merger trees using the
consistent-trees algorithm (Behroozi et al. 2013b).
For each isolated (host) halo that is not a subhalo
(within the virial radius of a more massive host halo),
we assign a virial mass, Mvir, and radius, Rvir, using the
evolution of the virial relation from Bryan & Norman
(1998) for our ΛCDM cosmology. At z = 0, this
corresponds to an overdensity of 97(363)× the critical
(matter) density of the Universe.
We assign the primary progenitor (main branch) at
each snapshot based on the total mass up to and in-
cluding that snapshot, that is, the main branch contains
the most total mass summed from the (sub)halo masses
over all preceding snapshots in that branch. For each
(sub)halo, we compute the maximum (peak) mass ever
reached by the main branch of a progenitor, Mpeak. As
explored in Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2014), the (sub)halo
catalogs are complete even below the mass limits that we
explore in this work (Mstar > 10
3M⊙, corresponding to
Mpeak & 10
8M⊙, see below).
2.3. Defining Major Mergers
To define mergers, at each snapshot of the simula-
tion we follow back all progenitors of each (sub)halo.
For each progenitor that is not the primary progenitor
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(main branch), we calculate its Mpeak. We then identify
the non-primary progenitor that has the highest peak
mass, Mpeak,2, and we define the merger mass ratio as
Mpeak,2/Mpeak,1, where Mpeak,1 is the peak mass of the
primary progenitor before the snapshot under consider-
ation. Thus, the merger time is when the (sub)halos
coalesce fully in phase space such that the finder no
longer can distinguish between them. We assume that
this timescale is a good proxy for the onset of the galaxy
merger, as any interaction between the baryonic com-
ponents of the dwarfs occurs after the majority of the
dark matter has been stripped (Pen˜arrubia et al. 2008a).
We define mergers with Mpeak,2/Mpeak,1 > 0.3 as major
mergers, as we justify below.
2.4. Assigning stellar mass to (sub)halos
While ELVIS includes only dark matter, our goal is
to match dark matter (sub)halos to luminous galaxies.
The relation between stellar mass and (sub)halo dark
mass (or circular velocity) for dwarf galaxies is highly
uncertain, likely with significant scatter. Nonetheless,
we use the relation derived by Garrison-Kimmel et al.
(2014) based on ELVIS and observations of dwarf galax-
ies in the Local Group. They used a modified version of
the relation from Behroozi et al. (2013c), based on the
observed stellar mass function of Baldry et al. (2012),
which better reproduces dwarf galaxies (Mstar < 10
9M⊙)
in the Local Group (Figure 10 in Garrison-Kimmel et al.
2014). At these mass scales: Mstar ∝M1.92peak.
In defining the stellar mass ratios for major mergers
in the histories of dwarf galaxies, we assume that the
slope (but not necessarily normalization) of this relation
does not evolve, motivated by the lack of strong evolution
measured for slightly more massive galaxies (Wake et al.
2011; Leauthaud et al. 2012; Hudson et al. 2013), in ad-
dition to the lack of observational evidence to suggest
otherwise.
We define major mergers as those for which the stellar
mass ratios are closer than 0.1. This broadly corresponds
to mass ratios at which the lower mass companion is
likely to have significant dynamical effect on the more
massive galaxy (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2010; Helmi et al.
2012; Yozin & Bekki 2012) and where recent mergers are
likely to be observable. Given the relation between stel-
lar and halo mass, this corresponds toMpeak ratios> 0.3,
as given above.
We note that our adopted threshold for major merg-
ers is dependent on the Mstar − Mpeak relation, and,
as stated above, this is highly uncertain in this low-
mass regime. For example, if we instead adopt a power-
law relation with a slope steeper/shallower by ±0.5dex,
then our fiducial Mpeak ratio criteria for major merg-
ers (Mpeak,2/Mpeak,1 > 0.3) corresponds to stellar mass
ratios of 0.05 and 0.18, respectively. Thus, steeper
Mstar−Mpeak relations lead to the inclusion of less signif-
icant stellar mass mergers in our analysis, and shallower
slopes restrict our criteria to more significant stellar mass
mergers. However, it is worth noting that the definition
of a “significant” merger event itself is not well defined.
In the present analysis, we argue that we are using the
Mstar−Mpeak relation that most closely matches the ob-
servations in this low-mass regime, so a stellar mass ratio
of 0.1 is a good estimate for the major merger criteria
that we have adopted.
Low-mass galaxies likely have significant stochastic-
ity in their stellar-halo mass relation, though the level
of scatter is poorly constrained. Thus, we also explore
the effects of including 0.3 dex log-normal scatter in
Mstar at fixed Mpeak, assuming that this scatter does
not correlate between merging galaxies, by applying a
0.42 dex (
√
2 × 0.3) log-normal scatter in the mass ra-
tio for mergers, and estimating the median major merger
fractions from 100 trials (see Section 3). Note that dur-
ing this exercise we include events with small Mpeak ra-
tio, Mpeak,2/Mpeak,1 > 0.3, but stellar mass ratio < 0.1.
This takes into account the possibility of “dark” merg-
ers (see below), but we note that the inclusion/exclusion
of these events only makes a small difference to the
quoted fractions. Including such random scatter boosts
the major merger fractions, because it includes mergers
between (sub)halos with even more discrepantMpeak ra-
tios, which are much more common (e.g., Wetzel et al.
2009b; Fakhouri et al. 2010). Given the power-law re-
lation between stellar-halo mass that we use, including
scatter boosts the normalization of merger fractions es-
sentially independent of mass (see Table 1), but beyond
that, the general trends in this paper are unaffected.
We also note the possibility that some of the lowest-
mass galaxies may be “dark”, such that they currently do
not contain any (observable) baryons. While these cases
would not represent galaxy mergers in a normal sense,
a “dark” merger still can have a significant impact on a
luminous galaxy (e.g., Helmi et al. 2012), so these cases
remain relevant as merger events.
Finally, we caution that our analysis of dwarf-dwarf
mergers is based on dissipationless simulations. The
lifetime of subhalos can differ in hydrodynamic simula-
tions, although it is not entirely clear how this will affect
subhalo survivability (i.e. more or less survivors). For
example, Guo et al. (2011) argue for an increased sur-
vivability of “orphan” galaxies (galaxies without dark
matter halos) based on semi-analytic models, whereas
Zolotov et al. (2012) find that subhalos are more effi-
ciently destroyed in hydrodynamic simulations (that in-
clude a baryonic disk component) relative to dark matter
only simulations. The required resolution to investigate
major mergers at these low mass scales with sufficient
statistics is challenging for current state-of-the-art hydro-
dynamic simulations. Thus, while an investigation with
hydrodynamic simulations (at similar resolution) would
be favorable, the current analysis offers a useful, and
much needed, first step.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Frequency of Dwarf-Dwarf Mergers
Fig. 1 shows the cumulative fraction of dwarf galax-
ies that experienced a dwarf-dwarf major merger as a
function of time since the last major merger, TLMM, or
similarly the redshift, zLMM. Different colored curves
show different mass bins, and solid/dotted curves show
dwarf galaxies inside/outside of the host virial radius,
rvir, at z = 0. Table 1 summarizes the relevant merger
fractions for different bins of mass and redshift. Dwarf-
dwarf mergers were more common at earlier times, and
the majority of major mergers occurred prior to z = 1, in
agreement with previous work (e.g., Klimentowski et al.
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Figure 1. Cumulative fraction of dwarf galaxies that under-
went a major merger as a function of time since last major
merger, TLMM (or zLMM, top axis). Major mergers are those with
Mstar,2/Mstar,1 & 0.1, corresponding to Mpeak,2/Mpeak,1 > 0.3.
Different colors show different stellar mass bins, while solid/dotted
curves show dwarf galaxies that are inside/outside of the host virial
radius, rvir, at z = 0. Major mergers are more common amongst
more massive dwarf galaxies and those beyond rvir. 45 − 70% of
all surviving dwarf galaxies ever experienced a major merger, de-
pending on mass, and 10% of all satellites with Mstar > 106M⊙
experienced a major merger since z = 1.
2010).
The frequency of major mergers depends on galaxy
mass. For satellites of higher mass (Mstar > 10
6M⊙, cor-
responding to Fornax, Leo I, or Sculptor in the MW; And
I, And II, or And VII in M31), 10% experienced a major
merger since z = 1. At lower masses (Mstar = 10
5−6M⊙,
corresponding to Sextans or Draco) these fractions drop
to ∼ 5% , down to ∼ 3% at Mstar = 103−5M⊙, the mass
regime of the ultra-faints. Thus, particularly for the most
massive satellites of MW and M31, recent major merg-
ers (z . 1) are not particularly rare. While the redshift
baseline of z < 1 is somewhat arbitrary, it is motivated
by most dwarf galaxies having built the majority of their
stellar mass by z ∼ 1 (e.g., Weisz et al. 2011), implying
that mergers since z = 1 are likely to have observable
consequences on a galaxy’s evolution.
Dwarf galaxies that are beyond the host rvir but still
within the volume of the Local Group (distance to near-
est host, r < 1.4 Mpc) are twice as likely to have ex-
perienced a recent major merger (see Table 1). This in-
crease in merger fractions outside of rvir likely results
from the lower relative velocities of galaxies there (e.g.,
De Rijcke et al. 2004).
In Table 1, the values in brackets show merger frac-
tions if we assume a 0.3 dex scatter in our fiducial
Mstar − Mpeak relation. Using 100 trials, we estimate
the major merger fractions and quote the median values.
Including scatter increases merger fractions by a factor of
≈ 1.3, because minorMpeak-ratio mergers are much more
common than major Mpeak-ratio mergers, and including
scatter creates more major Mstar-ratio mergers.
Henceforth, we do not include scatter in the Mstar −
Mpeak relation. Thus, while the overall trends are unaf-
fected by scatter, the merger fractions that we cite are
Table 1
Percentage of dwarf galaxies that underwent a major
merger since z = zLMM
107 < Mstar/M⊙ < 10
9
r > rvir r < rvir
zLMM < 0.5 8.9(11.5) 5.3(6.7)
zLMM < 1.0 18.4(23.7) 10.4(14.5)
zLMM < 2.0 33.9(43.8) 26.7(34.2)
105 < Mstar/M⊙ < 10
7
r > rvir r < rvir
zLMM < 0.5 5.1(6.9) 1.7(2.3)
zLMM < 1.0 12.2(15.9) 5.9(7.7)
zLMM < 2.0 24.5(32.0) 15.7(20.8)
103 < Mstar/M⊙ < 10
5
r > rvir r < rvir
zLMM < 0.5 3.9(5.0) 0.9(1.3)
zLMM < 1.0 8.7(11.3) 2.7(3.7)
zLMM < 2.0 19.8(25.4) 9.9(13.2)
Note. — Values in parentheses are percentages
if we assume 0.3 dex scatter in the Mstar −Mpeak
relation.
likely lower limits.
We also consider the difference between paired vs. iso-
lated halos and the influence of resolution effects on our
results. We find that the merger histories of satellites
in the paired and isolated halos are not significantly dif-
ferent. For example, at Mstar > 10
6M⊙, only a slightly
higher fraction (10%) of satellites experienced a major
merger since z = 1 in the paired halos relative to the iso-
lated halos. We also find that the high-resolution runs
tend to have mergers ∼ 1−2 Gyr earlier than the fiducial
runs. However, this simply tweaks the timescale of the
merger, as opposed to the overall number. In any case,
our definition of (recent) merger timescales are somewhat
arbitrary (as discussed in §4.3), so this does not change
our overall conclusions.
3.2. Mergers Before and After Virial Infall
In the previous sub-section, we found that a non-
negligible fraction of dwarf galaxies experienced a major
merger since z = 1. Particularly for those that are inside
the host virial radius today, it is instructive to consider
when and where these mergers happened.
Fig. 2 shows the relative fraction of satellite galaxies
that experienced their major merger before (dot-dashed
red) and after (dashed blue) falling into the host halo,
as a function of the time of the last major merger. Here
we define virial “infall” as the first time that a satellite
crossed within rvir of the MW/M31-like host halo.
Most major mergers occurred prior to falling into
the host halo, with approximately 70/30% merging be-
fore/after infall since z ∼ 1 (based on a cumulative
version of Fig. 2), in broad agreement with previous
work (Wetzel et al. 2009b).2 The strong gravitational
tidal field inside of rvir makes satellite-satellite mergers
less likely there (e.g., De Rijcke et al. 2004). However,
the most recent mergers (. 2 Gyr ago) did occur pre-
dominantly after infall, though . 1% of current satellite
galaxies experienced a major merger in the past 2 Gyr.
Fig. 3 shows more directly when and where mergers
occurred, separated by whether the merger happened be-
2 Though, for ≈ 20% of the ELVIS host halos, no major mergers
of satellites occurred after infall.
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Figure 2. For all major mergers of dwarf galaxies with Mstar =
103−9M⊙, the fraction that occurred before (dot-dashed red) or
after (dashed blue) first infall into the MW/M31-like host halo as
a function of time of last major merger, TLMM. For context, the
black solid curves in the gray shaded region indicate the cumulative
fraction of all satellites within rvir that experienced a major merger
as a function of TLMM, in the three mass bins from Fig. 1 (thicker
curves show more massive satellites). Approximately, 3 - 10% of
all satellite dwarf galaxies experienced a major merger since z = 1,
depending on mass (see Fig. 1 and Table 1). Most major mergers
in the histories of current satellites occurred before virial infall, but
recent major mergers (TLMM < 2 Gyr) more likely occurred after
infall.
fore or after first infall. The left panel indicates where
the merger took place relative to the host virial radius
(defined at the redshift of the merger), while the mid-
dle panel shows the time difference between first infall
into the host halo and the merger. Recent mergers
(zLMM < 1) that occurred prior to infall typically oc-
curred ∼ 0.5− 5 Gyr before infall and at 1− 3 rvir. Ear-
lier mergers that occurred before infall had larger relative
distances from the host and longer time delays between
mergers and infall. The predominance of mergers that
occurred prior to infall leads to merger remnants having
more recent infall times than typical subhalos (see right
panel of Fig. 3).
In contrast, mergers that occurred after infall occurred
just inside the host rvir, independent of redshift, typically
∼ 1− 3 Gyr after infall. The evolution of this timescale
roughly tracks the evolution of the halo dynamical time
(∼ 2 Gyr at z = 0). The short time between infall and
merging implies that such satellite-satellite mergers are
driven by infalling groups, which we show explicitly in
Wetzel, Deason, Garrison-Kimmel, in prep. (see also
Angulo et al. 2009).
Using the Bolshoi N -body simulation, Behroozi et al.
(2014) recently found that major mergers rarely occur
within ∼ 4 rvir of a more massive host halo. Their re-
sult does not disagree with ours, because they exam-
ined halo-halo major mergers near a more massive host
halo, that is, one halo merging into another, creating a
central-satellite (halo-subhalo) pair, a process that pre-
cedes a galaxy-galaxy merger. Indeed, if galaxy-galaxy
major mergers follow halo-halo major mergers after a
delay that is comparable to an orbital time from ∼ 4 to
∼ 1 rvir toward a more massive host halo, then this helps
to explain why current satellites typically had their last
galaxy-galaxy major merger near the host rvir.
3.3. Radial Distance of Merger Remnants
We next consider the current locations of major merger
remnants. Fig. 4 shows the fraction of dwarf galaxies
that experienced a major merger as a function of cur-
rent radial distance from the center of the (nearest) host
halo. Each column shows mergers from different redshift
intervals, from recent (zLMM < 1, left) to intermediate
(1 < zLMM < 2, center) to early (2 < zLMM < 4, right).
The figure shows all galaxies with Mstar = 10
3−9M⊙,
though the trends do not depend significantly on mass.
The top panels show all satellites currently within the
host rvir and distinguishes between major mergers that
occurred before (dot-dashed red) and after (dashed blue)
virial infall. Merger remnants from z < 2 show a strong
bias in radial distance today, such that galaxies at larger
distances are more likely to have experienced a major
merger. By contrast, remnants of mergers that occurred
after virial infall show no bias in current distance. Thus,
the overall trend is driven entirely by mergers that oc-
curred prior to infall, because (recent) mergers that oc-
curred prior to infall tend to have more recent infall times
and therefore are biased towards larger distances. This
result has important implications for future observations
that will measure dwarf galaxies out to larger distances,
where we expect more evidence for recent major mergers.
The bottom panels of Fig. 4 show the current distance
to the nearest host halo for galaxies beyond rvir. Merg-
ers since zLMM < 1 again are biased towards larger radial
distances, but the trend disappears for remnants of ear-
lier (zLMM > 1) mergers. Thus, we are most likely to ob-
serve the remnants of the most recent major mergers at
the outer regions of the Local Group. This trend for non-
satellite dwarfs with r > rvir today is likely due to the in-
fluence of the host galaxy beyond rvir. Several works have
shown that the influence of a massive host can influence
subhalos out to several rvir (e.g, Behroozi et al. 2014;
Wetzel et al. 2014). Thus, it is unlikely that there is a
sharp change in frequency of major mergers at r = rvir.
Slater & Bell (2013) showed that the radial distance
distribution of merger remnants in the Via Lactea sim-
ulations (Diemand et al. 2007, 2008) are approximately
flat relative to the more centrally concentrated distri-
bution of observed dwarf galaxies in the Local Group.
Our results agree with this work, because we find that
(recent) merger products are biased towards larger dis-
tances relative to the overall galaxy population. Exam-
ining somewhat more massive systems in N -body sim-
ulations, Wetzel et al. (2009a) and Angulo et al. (2009)
found that satellite merger remnants broadly trace the
overall radial distribution of satellites, in seeming dis-
agreement with the bias to larger radial distances here.
However, they examined much more recent merger rem-
nants (. 200 Myr after merging). Indeed, our most re-
cent satellite merger remnants, which are dominated by
satellite-satellite mergers, show little radial distance bias
in Fig. 4.
4. IMPLICATIONS FOR DWARF GALAXIES OF THE
LOCAL GROUP
4.1. Number of merger remnants in the Local Group
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Figure 3. Left : The average distance, scaled by host virial radius, rvir (at TLMM), where a satellite dwarf galaxy’s last major merger
occurred as a function of time since last major merger, TLMM. Error bars indicate error in the mean. The solid black curve shows the
average for all mergers, while dashed blue and dot-dashed red curves are for mergers that occurred inside/outside rvir, respectively. Shaded
regions indicate 1 − σ scatter. Mergers before infall at z < 1 typically happened at 1 − 3 rvir. Mergers after infall typically occurred just
within rvir. Middle: The average time difference between merger and virial infall. Mergers before infall occurred ∆T ∼ 0.5− 5 Gyr before
crossing inside rvir, with a bigger time difference for earlier mergers. Mergers after infall typically occurred quickly, ∆T . 3 Gyr after
crossing inside rvir. Right: The average infall time for satellite dwarf galaxies as a function of time since last major merger, TLMM. More
recent merger events generally have later infall times.
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Figure 4. Top: Fraction of all satellite dwarf galaxies with Mstar = 103−9M⊙ currently within rvir that experienced a major merger
in the given redshift intervals (from left to right) as a function of current radial distance from the center of the host halo, r. The overall
fraction has contributions from mergers before (dot-dashed red) and after (dashed blue) virial infall. Satellites currently at larger distances
are more likely to have experienced a major merger at zLMM < 2, a trend that is driven by mergers that occurred prior to infall, which have
later infall times and therefore are biased towards larger distances. Bottom: Same as top panels but for dwarf galaxies at rvir < r < 1400
kpc. These “field” dwarf galaxies show similar trends as those within rvir, though with a significantly higher frequency of mergers. None
of these trends with distance depend significantly on dwarf mass.
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There are N ∼ 46 dwarf galaxies in The Local Group
in the (likely complete) stellar mass range of 106−9M⊙
(McConnachie 2012). Assuming rvir = 300 kpc for the
virial radii of both the MW and M31, N ∼ 16 (30) reside
inside (outside) rvir. Thus, the merger fractions in Fig. 1
and Table 1 predict that, within this mass range, both
the MW and M31 halo each should contain one satellite
dwarf galaxy that underwent a major merger since z = 1.
Furthermore, approximately N ∼ 5 of the “field” dwarf
galaxies beyond rvir of the MW or M31 likely experienced
a major merger since z = 1.
Fornax is the second most luminous (L ∼
107L⊙) dwarf spheroidal galaxy within the MW
halo, after the Sagittarius dwarf. Several stud-
ies have found that it displays complex chemical
and dynamical properties (e.g., Battaglia et al. 2006;
de Boer et al. 2012; Hendricks et al. 2014), which has
led to the suggestion that Fornax underwent a recent
merger (e.g., Coleman et al. 2004; Yozin & Bekki 2012;
Amorisco & Evans 2012). Similarly, the Carina dwarf
spheroidal galaxy (L ∼ 106L⊙) also displays chemical
peculiarities (e.g., Venn et al. 2012) that may indicate
recent merger activity. Furthermore, the apparent kine-
matic twist of And II (Ho et al. 2012), a satellite of M31
with mass similar to Fornax, led Amorisco et al. (2014)
to suggest that it is the remnant of a dwarf-dwarf major
merger (see also Lokas et al. 2014).
In the context of our results, these suggestions are plau-
sible; specifically, ∼ 1 − 3 satellite dwarf galaxies in the
halos of the MW and M31 probably experienced a ma-
jor merger since z = 1. Although dwarf-dwarf mergers
are not particularly common, neither are they extremely
rare. Thus, our results highlight the importance of con-
sidering mergers in interpreting the star formation his-
tories, metallicity distribution functions, and chemical
abundance patterns of dwarf galaxies, particularly for
systems such as Fornax or And II which display kine-
matic irregularities.
Finally, we find that major mergers are even more im-
portant for “field” dwarf galaxies in the Local Group:
a significant fraction (∼ 15 − 20%) at Mstar > 106M⊙
likely experienced a major merger since z ∼ 1. Thus,
major mergers are more common farther away from mas-
sive host halos, a result that contradicts any expectation
that this is a regime where galaxy interactions are un-
likely. Indeed, one should not label the most distant
dwarf galaxies of the Local Group as necessarily “iso-
lated” because of the lack of galaxy companions; such
dwarf galaxies may well have had a recent merger, but
the companion is no longer observable (in agreement with
the results of Hirschmann et al. 2013 for more massive
“isolated” galaxies). Thus, we stress the importance of
considering mergers in interpreting observations even of
apparently isolated dwarf galaxies in the Local Group.
4.2. Gas content of mergers
The distinction between mergers that occurred before
or after virial infall may be important in understanding
the gas content of mergers. Empirically, almost all dwarf
galaxies at distances > rvir of the MW/M31 halo (limited
to Mstar & 10
6M⊙) are gas-rich and star-forming (e.g.
Grcevich & Putman 2009; Geha et al. 2012). Therefore,
dwarf-dwarf mergers beyond the host rvir are likely gas-
rich. On the other hand, almost all satellite dwarf
galaxies inside rvir of the MW/M31 are gas-poor and
quenched, likely because of strong tidal/ram-pressure
stripping by the host halo. Therefore, satellite-satellite
mergers after infall are more likely to be gas-poor dissi-
pationless mergers.
The effects on a galaxy from a gas-rich versus gas-
poor merger is likely quite different, though a quanti-
tative understanding for the Local Group remains dif-
ficult, given that the timescales for gas stripping after
virial infall, the effects of group pre-processing, and the
influence of the host halo at several rvir remain poorly
known. Satellite-satellite mergers may in fact remain
gas-rich if the short time delay between virial infall and
merging (∆T ∼ 1 − 3 Gyr) is shorter than the environ-
mental quenching timescale after virial infall, which can
be long (e.g. Wetzel et al. 2013; Wheeler et al. 2014),
at least for more massive satellites. On the other hand,
the near-unity quenched fraction of satellites of the MW
and M31 suggests much faster quenching for dwarf satel-
lites. While it is beyond the scope of this work (based on
simulations with only dark matter) to quantify the gas
content of mergers, it would be an interesting extension
to examine gas-rich versus gas-poor dwarf-dwarf mergers
in hydrodynamical simulations.
4.3. Observability of merger remnants
Throughout, we labeled “recent” mergers as those that
occurred after z = 1. This redshift does have some
physical significance in the evolution of dwarf galaxies.
For example, Weisz et al. (2011) showed that most dwarf
galaxies formed the bulk (∼ 60%) of their stellar mass by
z = 1. However, we acknowledge that the exact choice is
somewhat arbitrary, because it remains unclear how long
major mergers would have significant remaining impact
on star formation, stellar kinematics, or morphology, and
indeed it may be different for each of these quantities.
Furthermore, the survival of merger signatures in phase-
space depends strongly on the gravitational potential as
well as the merger orbit. We plan to investigate more ob-
servationally motivated timescales for dwarf-dwarf merg-
ers in future work.
One area in which all major mergers, regardless of
redshift, are relevant is archaeologically derived histo-
ries of star formation and metallicity for dwarf galax-
ies from resolved stellar populations (Weisz et al. 2014).
Any boosts in star formation may well be the by-product
of gas-rich mergers, or similarly, mergers between galax-
ies of discrepant stellar mass could lead to significant
scatter in the internal metallicity distribution. Our re-
sults suggest that such observational signatures are most
likely in the history at earlier times, when mergers were
most likely, and for dwarf galaxies at larger distances
from the center of the MW/M31.
4.4. Massive Black Holes in Dwarf Galaxies
Major mergers may have important implications for
massive black holes at the centers of dwarf galaxies. In
recent years, several authors have pursued a concerted ef-
fort to study massive black holes in dwarf galaxies (e.g.,
Reines et al. 2013), motivated in part because these mass
scales are likely the most closely linked to primordial
seeds of massive black holes in low-mass galaxies. How-
ever, our results suggest that major merger activity is
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non-negligible on dwarf mass scales. Such galaxy major
mergers may lead to the merging of the constituent mas-
sive black holes, and gas-richmergers (which are likely for
dwarf galaxies) could trigger rapid gas accretion into the
black hole, both of which would enhance the growth of
the central black hole beyond the primordial seed. Thus,
dwarf-dwarf mergers may play an important role in our
ability to distinguish between formation scenarios of mas-
sive black hole seeds using local dwarf galaxies.
Furthermore, a merger between dwarf galaxies that
both contain a massive black hole can lead to a black
hole merger with a gravitational-wave recoil (Bekenstein
1973; Fitchett & Detweiler 1984). While the recoil ve-
locity depends on the mass ratio and relative spin of the
black holes, the lower escape velocity of dwarf galaxies
(relative to more massive galaxies) means that recoil-
ing black holes more easily can escape from the galaxy.
Thus, black hole ejection may be an important conse-
quence of mergers between dwarf galaxies. In particular,
if all dwarf galaxies host massive black holes, then those
dwarfs that experienced a major merger may no longer
retain a black hole. Thus, in order to quantify the occu-
pation distribution of black holes in nearby dwarf galax-
ies, one should consider the major merger fractions that
we present here.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Dwarf galaxies in the Local Group are excellent lab-
oratories to study dark matter, gas dynamics, star for-
mation, and chemical evolution on the smallest cosmo-
logical scales. Such properties of dwarf galaxies are af-
fected by external environmental processes, and dwarf-
dwarf galaxy mergers are one such process that can have
a strong influence. We investigated the incidence of
dwarf-dwarf galaxy mergers in the Local Group using
the ELVIS suite of cosmological zoom-in dissipationless
simulations. Our main conclusions are as follows.
1. Recent dwarf-dwarf galaxy major mergers are not
uncommon. At Mstar > 10
6M⊙, 10% of satellite
dwarf galaxies within the virial radius of a MW
or M31-like host halo experienced a major merger
since z = 1. The incidence of mergers becomes less
frequent for lower mass dwarf galaxies.
2. For satellites inside of the host virial radius to-
day, most mergers occurred before virial infall. The
satellite-satellite mergers that occurred after infall
typically happened shortly (∼ 1 − 3 Gyr) after
crossing within the host virial radius and were be-
tween galaxies that fell into the host halo as a pair
in a group (see Wetzel, Deason, Garrison-Kimmel
2014, in prep. for more details).
3. Satellite merger remnants are biased towards larger
radial distances within the host halo, because most
mergers occurred prior to falling into the host halo,
and thus merger remnants have more recent virial
infall times.
4. Dwarf galaxies that are beyond the host virial ra-
dius are about twice as likely to have experienced
a recent merger. Specifically, 15 − 20% of dwarf
galaxies with Mstar > 10
6M⊙ at rvir < r < 1400
kpc experienced a major merger since z = 1. Such
dwarf merger remnants also are more likely at
larger distances from the host halo. Thus, for dwarf
galaxies at large distances, where interactions with
a large halo such as MW or M31 are less likely,
dwarf-dwarf mergers are more likely.
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